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About This Game

Pixel Gear is a pixel style VR shoot-em-up game with a variety of humorous cartoon monsters and ghosts as enemies. Use your
skills and weapons to defeat them, gain energy and apply your skills wisely to slow down the time and load infinite bullets.

Observe the environment carefully. Do not miss the ghosts with stealth abilities as they can supply tons of magical items to help
you. Keep on shooting, in the pixel battle field!

Offline multiplayer mode（1-4 players） is very fun with your friends! Join the coin snatching madness!
One player wears VR headset and is positioned with a gun in the center of a large play area. Other players (up to 3 others)

control NPC character models with controller and spawn within a crowd of computer-controlled characters.
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Title: Pixel Gear
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Geronimo Interactive
Publisher:
Geronimo Interactive
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The \u201cBest use of music!\u201d Award. Easy to use, small download, stable and works well.
Free trial version available on the developers web site.

will take almost any video but also comes with correction presets for all the popular brands of action cameras and their generic
clones and you can easily create profiles for any camera and lens you use. (Built-in profiles listed at the end of the review).

As there are a lack of reviews for this little app I thought I'd add my two-cents.
Probably best right away to answer the three obvious questions:

1. Why would you want this when you can get free video tools which do the same?
2. Do you lose quality?
3. Why use a fisheye in the first place?

1. Why buy it at all?
eg. If you use a GoPro they have their own dedicated app. There is a vast difference in the fisheye effect between the hero2 and
3, and until they and the other makers come to their senses and include the fisheye correction apps in-camera for some people
it's still easier to pick up one pocket-change app like this on steam than download various other apps and plugins for Vegas or
Adobe or whatever video editing suite you use.

2. Does it distort?
Yes, and No. It alters the video you put in, but that video has already been distorted into a fisheye which makes it a hard one to
answer. its like asking someone if he still beats his wife, whatever answer he gives is going to sound dubious.
Just look on it as swapping one type of distortion for another and getting the choice of the one which you like the best (or which
is the least distracting).

For example Take a look at any panned video image on in a real TV programme, discovery channel make huge use of fisheye
action cameras, half the time the edges have been corrected in the same way this programme works, but you barely noticed at all
because you were looking in the centre. If that had been a rounded fisheye it would have distracted you from what was going on
in the centre at first. That's about all there is to it. If you do notice the blurry edge at all, it's far less distracting than the fisheye
effect.

3. Why use a fisheye lens at all?
Soon there will be some troll, usually the one leaving a thumbs down as a negative review of a review (the irony of that) asking
us all why we use fisheye lenses in the first place. On behalf of all of us who do use action cameras with fisheye lenses, I think
I'm speaking for us all in saying get a life, there is nothing for you here. If you don't know why you sometimes need fisheye
correction, then why are you reading a review about a fisheye correction app anyway? If you have popped in to troll us for
buying an app that other various apps do for free, may I refer you to the the previous two paragraphs above, indicating that the
review is for helping people decide whether the software is any good, and not inviting judgement of our video equipment
choices, which you probably haven't read anyway, before you jog on.

Built-in profiles currently include: GoPro Hero3, Hero3+, Hero4 & Hero4 Session, Hero5 Black & Hero5 Session, Sony HDR-
AS100V, HDR-AS50, HDR-CX220, FDR-X1000V, Drift HD Ghost, SJCAM SJ4000 & SJ 5000, DJI Phantom 3 & Zenmuse
X3, Garmin VIRB, Parrot Bebop 2, Rollei 6S, Rollei 410, Zoom Q8, GitUp Git2, Mobius ActionCam (lenses A, C2), Yi 4K..
Awesome game for the time, I still pick it up and play through every year or so. Mix in a nice mod and it really freshens up the
game.. A really cool game that is lots of fun.
I like the story mode. Old grandpa tells his grandson his story, a lot of funny elements.
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"Grandpa, do revolvers really shoot like this?" :)
I am not through the game but what I experienced so far was lot of fun.. Good Game super fun!
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Terrible game. I don't wanna sound repetitive. My thoughs are the same of many here. 1/10. Basically the gameplay of Choice
of Magics can be summed up in 4 simple steps:

01 Situation X arises;
02 Choose between magics A, B, and C for dealing with said situation;
03 Situation dealt with; mastery of magic A\/B\/C increases!
04 GOTO 01

What about roleplay? Sorry I haven't seen any. Such a grave disappointment considering that this came from the same guy
behind Choice of Robots. Go play that one instead if you haven't done so already.. What a fun little game! Beautiful, colourful,
a bit silly and well-designed. Nuanced and detailed enough to be interesting, user-friendly and easy enough not to be a
frustrating first-time experience. I'd certainly recommend it to any first-time players of city-builder type games.

My only complaint is that it is too short! There is A, one, SINGLULAR map to play, afterwhich your only option is to change
your username and replay the exact same map again. The estimated "12 hours of gameplay" I read in the game's overview is
pretty padded. I've played it through twice in just over 9 hours. For the $5 I spent though? Completely worth it!

I would be delighted to hear if this company planed to release a larger, multi-episodic expansion or sequel to this game, and treat
this short-short version like a beta test. I'd be quite willing to pay more money for a bigger version of this game.. The sequel to
the original 1nsane game. Has updated good looking graphics while still retaining most of the fun game-play of the original. Has
a wide range of vehicles, upgrades, maps and modes to play with. I recommend it!. Make a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ pile of rocks, placed all
over the place, and call it 7th wonder of the world 2000 years later

-Trampolines sure are the best way to transport rocks

-Aliens built pyramids confirmed, one of the workers there left to outer space

-Historically 100% accurate

-Realistic physics 5/5

-Legends tell one of my workers is still walking in the endless desert.

10/10 GOTY -IGN Would built the stonedhenge and aque-fixedwith-duct-tape again. Another Rogue-like? Please stop.. I went
for this game because of the overwhelming positive reviews. However I absolutely cannot relate to them, I really do wonder why
I am so far off with my opinion from the majority of opinions. I find the game pretty boring. I have not come far though, but I
have no real intentions to move on further in the game. I find the painted graphics irritating, the moving around in the world is
very limited. Controlling the avatars feels clunky. Reminds me of a bad first person 3D game from the nineties - first attempts
to create a 3D computer game with a tiring story.
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